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Produit Photo Volume 
Nb par 
caisse 

Prix 
bouteille 

Prix caisse 
particulier 

Prix caisse 
titulaire 

Description 

Desire 
 

 

375 12 15,10  $ 181,20  $ 157,64  $ 

14% ABV. Enticing, complex blend of blueberries, black 
cherries and blackcurrants balanced with basic elements 
of mead; honey, water and yeast.  Our Flagship mead, 
Desire is a must with cheeses, Italian dishes, rich saucy 
meat dishes, or with Belgian chocolates.  This mead won 
first place out of 353 entries at the New England Regional 
Homebrew Competition. RATEBEER 96 

Utopian #9 

 

375 12 105,00  $ 
1 260,00  

$ 
1 096,20  

$ 

Barrel aged in Utopias casks for 5 years. Complex and full 
of rich flavor from the oak. Hints of bourbon and cognac. 
Simply flawless. 

https://untappd.com/b/moonlight-meadery-desire/64154
https://untappd.com/b/moonlight-meadery-utopian-9/1532201


Virtue 

 

375 12 23,25  $ 279,00  $ 242,73  $ 

Conditioned in our Utopian barrels for up to 6 months.  
Hints of vanilla and coconut from the oak, blend with the 
apple and honey.  A deep rich apple with the hints of 
bourbon and a smooth honey finish.  Clearly something of 
special worth. 

Paramour 

 

375 12 15,10  $ 181,20  $ 157,64  $ 

Meaning - For sake of love, this mead is a masterful blend 
of honey, blackberries, blueberries, black cherries and 
currants. Full bodied. Good accompaniment to any spicy or 
rich flavored dish, curries or spiced meal. Named in honor 
of Michael’s mother who taught him his way around a 
kitchen and encouraged his creativity and passion. 

Smitten 

 

375 12 17,95  $ 215,40  $ 187,40  $ 

Peaches and citrus notes tantalize the tongue and balance 
the honey to create a semi-sweet mead. This satisfying 
treat promises a succulent finish that you will VERY much 
fall in love with.  

Stiletto 

 

375 12 17,95  $ 215,40  $ 187,40  $ 

Like the shoe, this mead is a provocative statement that is 
both sleek and sexy. A blend of bold black currants with 
light honey and apple sweetness produces a full-bodied 
and complex flavor profile. 

https://untappd.com/b/moonlight-meadery-virtue/203877
https://untappd.com/b/moonlight-meadery-paramour/104595
https://untappd.com/b/moonlight-meadery-smitten/271681
https://untappd.com/b/moonlight-meadery-stiletto/237503


Flutter 

 

375 12 17,95  $ 215,40  $ 187,40  $ 

Bold, juicy ginger flavor reminiscent of pickled ginger 
greets the palate and fades to a sweet honey finish. Simply 
delicious. This mead pairs fantastically with shrimp, sushi, 
or any number of Asian dishes.  

Serenity 

 

375 12 17,95  $ 215,40  $ 187,40  $ 
Mead infused with Apricot Rooibos Tea. Light and 
refreshing with a soft sweetness. 14% 

Warm & 
Fuzy  

 

375 12 17,95  $ 215,40  $ 187,40  $ 
A delicious mead made from peach and ginger. An 
aggressive spicy ginger at the forefront fades to a soft and 
sweet peach. 

Fury  

 

375 12 22,00  $ 264,00  $ 229,68  $ 

Any of the avenging deities in Greek mythology who 
torment criminals and inflict plagues, that just about sums 
up the amount of heat that the Habanero, Ghost, and 
Trinidad Moruga Scorpion peppers contribute in making 
this one.  Gold Medal winner at the 2015 Mazer Cup 
International 

https://untappd.com/b/moonlight-meadery-flutter/349750
https://untappd.com/b/moonlight-meadery-serenity/491278
https://untappd.com/b/moonlight-meadery-warm-and-fuzzy/1459406
https://untappd.com/b/moonlight-meadery-warm-and-fuzzy/1459406
https://untappd.com/b/moonlight-meadery-fury/204402


Smolder 

 

375 12 22,00  $ 264,00  $ 229,68  $ 

Forward sweet Raspberry notes prepare you for the 
smoldering chipolte spice that makes a grand entrance 
without overplaying it.  Spice lingers on the tongue and 
settles to a raspy finish. Perfect balance of sweet fire. 

Destiny 

 

375 12 23,25  $ 279,00  $ 242,73  $ 

Aged in Utopian casks and released one barrel at a time, it 
takes over 2 years to perfect a single batch. This mead is 
complex with lots of fruits and honey notes while the oak 
adds some dryness for the perfect balance. Honey, Black 
Currant, Blueberry, and Dark Sweet Cherry 

Last Apple 

 

375 12 23,25  $ 279,00  $ 242,73  $ 

We took the very last New Hampshire apples that were 
available to us, which we had fresh pressed into apple 
cider. This fresh cider was delivered the day it was pressed 
to our Meadery, where we blended it with honey and let it 
ferment, then we let it age in freshly emptied Jim Beam 
barrels that our friends at Allagash Brewing Company were 
able to help us with. The aging process took over 6 
months. The ending result is oh so heavenly and oh so 
cherished. It's not the like any of the other honey apple 
meads that we make, its got an entirely new label design, 
that we feel show cases every little detail about how 
precious this sweet honey apple mead is.  Gold Medal 
winner at the 2015 Mazer Cup International 

 

 

https://untappd.com/b/moonlight-meadery-smolder/1364080
https://untappd.com/b/moonlight-meadery-destiny/393929
https://untappd.com/b/moonlight-meadery-last-apple/497660

